The challenge of postgraduate training in endoscopy

Because of the accelerated development of new diagnostic and therapeutic techniques, qualified and certified endoscopists are confronted with new challenges in terms of achieving competence and providing up-to-date safe patient care in gastrointestinal endoscopy. Indeed, most standard curricula for endoscopy training during a gastroenterology or surgical fellowship do not cover new diagnostic or therapeutic techniques.

In addition, some older techniques like endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) have become more difficult to learn owing to a shift from being formerly a diagnostic intervention to now being a solely therapeutic intervention, with increasing levels of technical difficulty when combined with interventional endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). Indeed, a generation of endoscopists who had the opportunity to obtain lots of experience in improving their cannulation rates, one of the key performance measures for ERCP [1], is now slowly retir-
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The importance of curricula

Major challenges need to be met in order to compose a training curriculum. Acquiring the skills to perform advanced therapeutic endoscopy requires technical training but also cognitive understanding of the indications, complications, limitations, and therapeutic alternatives. It is clear that numbers of procedures are insufficient to guarantee technical competence in an advanced procedure. Indeed, in a recent systematic review, it was shown that studies exploring threshold numbers to reach competence in colonoscopy and ERCP vary significantly. More prominently, the quality of delivered patient care will be directly related to the technical and cognitive skills of the endoscopist. As a consequence, the quality of endoscopy is correlated with the quality of training.

In addition, a simulator-based colonoscopy training on its own lacks the discriminative power to assess performance and competence levels in real-life patient-based endoscopy [3]. This implies that patient-based learning curves are in fact both a reality and a necessity for training, and that patients will be exposed to potential harm by endoscopists who are as yet relatively inexperienced in the procedure. In order to overcome this, in general, a stepwise introduction is proposed for interventional endoscopy. For instance, ASGE has proposed a 3-step grading scale for complexity in biliary and pancreatic ERCP procedures. When a certain threshold in the learning curve of the endoscopist is reached, more complex procedures can be introduced into the training program [6].

Despite the challenging nature of training in complex procedures and the large variation in learning curves, a systematic approach with standardized assessment using for instance “The EUS and ERCP Skills Assessment Tool” (TEESAT) has been proven to work when determining whether an advanced endoscopy trainee has the cognitive and technical competence to perform a procedure. Moreover, this translates into achievement of the key performance measures during the first year of independent practice [7, 8]. For some advanced endoscopic procedures, training in animal models may have a significant additional ethical value: it allows the endoscopist to become acquainted with different devices and the basic techniques without any risk to patients [9]. This has offered a significant improvement in the technical aspects of ESD, for instance in the porcine pig colon [10].

In addition, prior to engaging in endoscopic resection of neoplastic lesions by ESD or endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), additional training in optical diagnosis to increase detection and characterization skills is mandatory. Indeed, endoscopists need to achieve the skill of identifying macroscopic morphological features and combine this with advanced imaging to identify the features that may indicate deep submucosal invasion and exclude a curative endoscopic resection [11, 12]. This can probably be achieved with a minimum of effort by standardized training programs. Indeed, it has been shown that, if endoscopists participating in a colorectal cancer screening program are trained in optical diagnosis with a validated training module, they achieve a high negative predictive value for neoplastic lesions of > 90% and can achieve a surveillance interval that is in concordance with histology in 95% of cases. Interestingly, there is no significant difference whether or not there is regular interim feedback to the endoscopist [13, 14]. These modules can be made available online, like for instance the BORN module, a well-developed and properly validated web-based educational tool, which clearly improves endoscopists’ skills in detecting and delineating Barrett’s lesions [15].

Initial process

In 2017, the ESGE board initiated the Curricula Working Group in order to develop curricula giving minimum standards and training for specific endoscopic procedures that are more interventional or advanced and, in general, require additional training beyond the core curriculum provided in each country. The aim is not to address a generic and general endoscopic training curriculum for fellows in endoscopy training. This is mostly defined by, and falls under the legal responsibility and authority of, the national accreditation bodies and may differ throughout the different European member states.

Curricula working group

The ESGE Curricula Working Group comprises a chair, and working group members who are appointed by the chair after ESGE Governing Board approval. They include members of the ESGE and, in selected cases, representatives of other medical or non-medical societies. The list of current members is published on the ESGE website. The main tasks of the Curricula Working Group are to propose topics for new curricula and to participate in their detailed preparation. The Chair manages potential conflicts of interest and ensures that all of the curricula are scientifically sound, based on a thorough review of the literature, and are developed by a consensus process.
Selection of topics

The chair and the members of the Curricula Working Group will propose the advanced techniques that potentially need to be covered. After searching for any existing up-to-date curricula on the proposed topics, the chair will present the proposed topics to the ESGE Governing Board, which will select and prioritize them. Criteria for the selection will include the clinical relevance of the advanced technique, the complexity of the training, and the potential to improve and assess outcomes.

As a first step, in 2017 we initiated the curriculum working groups for ESD (the resulting position statement is published in this issue [16]), optical diagnosis, and small-bowel endoscopy. In 2019, a working group on ERCP and interventional EUS was additionallyinstigated. We anticipate activating additional working groups for diagnostic EUS, endoluminal treatment of esophageal neoplasia, and EMR of laterally spreading tumors in the colon.

Selection of working group members

For each curriculum, a specific working group is formed. It generally involves around 10 members, including a leader. All groups are composed of candidates who are selected by the working group leader and curriculum chair after a call for participants from the ESGE. The ESGE will not provide honoraria to members of the working group but it will support administrative and meeting costs, including organization and the travel and accommodation cost of participants.

Methodology for the development of a curriculum

Definition of training end points

All groups are initiated with a face-to-face meeting to explain the methodology. As a first step, all working groups will define specific endpoints and thresholds for proficiency and competence in the different steps and aspects of training (Table 1).

Review of the evidence

The working group will develop a list of key questions to support the assessment of technical and cognitive competence, (validated) training modules and assessment scales, and minimum requirements of trainers or training centers, according to the PICO (population, intervention, comparison, and outcome) format. A formal literature search will be conducted through Medline (via PubMed) and Google for any available evidence. In the next step, the literature search will be summarized and evidence graded according to the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system [17].

Statement development and consensus

In order to define the different aspects of training, statements will be formulated based on the evidence and further developed through internal discussions within the working groups through teleconferencing or face-to-face meetings. These statements will form the basis for the construction of the curriculum. Agreement on the statements will be achieved through a modified Delphi process. For the latter, at least 10 additional experts will be invited to vote on each statement. Statements will be accepted if an agreement of 80% is reached after at least three Delphi voting rounds. After each voting round, comments and remarks generated during the Delphi process will be discussed to adjust the statements. This entire process will be conducted online and be entirely traceable.

Structure of the curriculum

Each working group will write a position statement manuscript that will be distributed for review to ESGE members. A structured abstract of no more than 300 words should be provided, with the main recommendations for training. The main text should contain the different sections listed in Table 1. In a final step, the working groups will be instructed to create a trainee log book for the specific postgraduate training, based on the consensus reached in the Delphi process.

Peer review and publication

The peer review process for ESGE policy documents will be followed: two peer reviewers will be chosen from the ESGE Governing Board; these peer reviewers will be notified 1 month before the manuscript is submitted to ensure that the peer review process takes no more than 2 weeks. If the required expertise is not available amongst ESGE Governing Board members, peer review will be sought from outside of the ESGE Governing Board. The document will also be circulated to all national society members and ESGE individual members for feedback. All ESGE curricula documents will be made freely available on the ESGE website, in addition to being published in the journal Endoscopy.

Conclusion and future prospects

ESGE has a vision to create a thriving community of endoscopy services and endoscopists in Europe, to provide a high quality of care that is patient-centered [2]. The ESGE curricula initiative
fits entirely within this framework. The curricula that will be produced in the next 2 years are the first step and an effort to harmonize training in advanced endoscopy with the aim of setting a standard for all endoscopists in Europe before engaging independently in these new interventional therapies, in order to provide safe treatments to patients. After finalization of the curricula, further collaboration with the ESGE educational committee and e-learning working group will be necessary to provide ESGE-endorsed training modules. Eventually, instigation of ESGE certification for certain aspects of advanced training could be the ultimate goal for our endoscopy society.

Disclaimer
ESGE Guidelines and Position Statements represent a consensus of best practice based on the available evidence at the time of preparation. They might not apply in all situations and should be interpreted in the light of specific clinical situations and resource availability. Further controlled clinical studies may be needed to clarify aspects of these statements, and revision may be necessary as new data appear. Clinical considerations may justify a course of action at variance with these recommendations.

ESGE Guidelines and Position Statements are intended to be an educational device providing information that may assist endoscopists in providing care to patients. They are not rules and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care, nor as discouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment.
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